The Sceptic presents
The case for... and against Solo practice – making it on your own

Everyone in life is a balancing act, including deciding what kind of practice setting will make for a satisfying dental career. For some, the choice of solo practice offers advantages over a group or academic setting.

The advantages
Being one's own boss is usually thought of as the biggest advantage to solo practice. The flexibility to set working time to fit one's own schedule, especially the ability to shift hours around to develop – if it ever did – had you ownership that would take years to acquire; no manager to persuade; no partners to get to buy into a new paradigm. You choose which insurance plans you want to participate with and which ones seemed to be more trouble than they're worth. You get to design a filing system that works for you, choose the software, and even shop for the computer hardware yourself. There is a sense of ownership that would take years to develop – if it ever did – had you gone into a group practice instead.

Best of all, of course, is the intensity of the one-on-one patient relationships you enjoy. They come to see you, and you are the dentist they get. Over the years, your patients become your friends, deepening the joy of caring for them.

The case against
The flip side of constant availability is the illusion of indispensability. Each weekend out of town becomes a hassle; every vacation requires a negotiation. And none of those days off come with pay. The opportunity cost of time away from the surgery is significant for everyone who is self-employed, as is the overall financial risk of the business endeavor.

But the issue that probably keeps more dentists away from solo practice than any other is the perceived professional isolation. Think about it: throughout dental school and your early jobs when you yourself were an associate in someone else's practice, you were always surrounded by colleagues. Study groups, teaching conferences, patient rounds in the hospital – you never had to think twice about bouncing random questions off your peers. 'What's the dose of amoxicillin?' 'Should I refer this patient?' 'What do you think about this OPG?'

The further along you get in your training, the less you tend to ask questions, but even as an attending you are still surrounded by colleagues. You are never completely alone – until you choose to be by going into practice by yourself. After all those years working as part of a team, how do you keep from getting lonely without any other colleagues around?

Are you for or against solo practice? Email editor@smile-on.com and let us have your views.

Hague Dental Supplies offer sales, design and engineering services to the dental industry.

In London, Hague have one of the largest showrooms in the UK. Viewings are available by appointment (inc out of hours).

Hague also offer engineering and maintenance service packages on your equipment at agreed intervals to suit your needs. At the depot, in Surrey, Hague stock a huge selection of parts and equipment, in order to get you back up and running fast in an emergency.

Engineering solutions – We offer you:
- Typically a ‘one call out’ solution from our own engineers.
- Full diagnostic and repair facilities with trained, experienced engineers.
- Service packages for new and existing equipment at agreed intervals.
- A vast stock of parts and equipment available from our depot in Surrey – in order to get you back up and running fast in an emergency.
- Full telephone support and out of hours servicing.

Hague Dental Supplies Ltd,
Trident Business Centre,
89 Bickersteth Road,
Tooting Broadway,
London SW17 9SH
0800 298 5003
www.haguedental.com

Hague Dental Supplies offer sales, design and engineering services to the dental industry.

Surgery design - We offer you:
- Site visits to determine client requirements, floating dimensions and current service layouts.
- Full brief – including client appointments at our showroom.
- Demonstration of extensive variety of products based on ergonomics, specification, aesthetics and types of dentistry.
- Create and discuss several concepts leading to final solution and CAD plans and elevations.
- Provision of service plans and requirements.
- Full project management and QA from start of project to completion with dedicated Project Engineer to manage and provide customer support.
- Experienced building and service crews available to keep ‘down time’ and disruption to a minimum whilst maintaining a high level of quality.
- Friendly, knowledgeable service from trained and experienced staff.
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